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Dear COVID Warrior,
The bitter battle to defeat COVID-19 is entering the decisive phase, and you have been asked to convert
the bright promise of new vaccines into actual saved lives and recovering economies. I’ve compiled this
roadmap to help you navigate the complex landscape before you, because I’ve been there. After a
career spent fighting epidemics, I’ve spent 2020 advising governments, businesses, political campaigns,
and other institutions about how to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic.
From this insider’s perspective, my team and I have compiled a cut-to-the-chase framework to maximize
your opportunities to get this right. You are on a compressed schedule in the face of high public anxiety
and close media attention. There will be no shortage of opinions after the fact about what you should
have done (I’ve been there too!) This roadmap offers blunt, timely guidance before the fact.
The models I’ve built predicting the course of this pandemic (both biological and economic) have been
sadly accurate. I wish I could tell you the worst is behind us, but it’s not: the worst is upon us. The
responsibility for ending this darkest hour has fallen to you. This roadmap is here to help you.
If you have questions, feel free to reach out to me. Nobody has all the answers, or even all the
questions, but I will do my best to answer anything you ask. Together we can beat this virus.
Sincerely,
Fred Brown
Fred Brown
Fred.brown.ch@gmail.com
https://www.fredbrown.com/

From my professional resume:
Fred Brown comes to the fight against the COVID-19 virus from a forty-year career that spans scientific, economic
and logistical elements of managing viral outbreaks. Trained as a medicinal biochemist at Tufts and with an MBA
from Harvard Business School, Mr. Brown has participated in the discovery, development and/or launch of 27 major
pharmaceutical, 13 diagnostic and 6 vaccine products. Collectively, these products save the lives of over 5.6 million
people annually. His experience with epidemic intervention includes having developed and commercialized the first
test for HIV for Centocor/DuPont, and having managed the global suppression of the H5N1 Influenza epidemic
while at Hoffmann LaRoche. More recently helped lead Zika, Ebola, malaria and HIV global intervention programs
around the world and advises Johns Hopkins’ CME Programs.
Fred founded and was the Managing Partner of the Healthcare and Life Sciences Divisions of Andersen Consulting
(Accenture) and then IBM Services in the United States and in the EU, Middle East and Africa (EMEA). Fred led first
Andersen and then IBM to become the largest Life Sciences and Healthcare consulting services company in the
world. Fred co-founded Alkermes, a major biotechnology company. As a Senior Executive at Hoffmann
LaRoche/Genentech, he was Global Head of Informatics and Product Life Cycle Management. Upon returning to
Michigan, he became President of Diplomatic Specialty Pharmacy. Under Fred’s leadership, DPS was Inc
Magazine’s Fastest Growing Healthcare Company for two years as it grew from $20M to $1B in sales to become
the world’s largest independent specialty pharmaceutical company until being purchased by United Healthcare.
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Executive Summary
The Challenge
In the race to save thousands of lives, you are about to embark on the largest,
swiftest, and most complex vaccination program in your jurisdiction’s history.
Tweaking your existing flu vaccination infrastructure, or expecting the CDC to handle it,
will not be enough. You must also do two things simultaneously: manage limited
supplies of vaccines and related resources in a new and substantial vaccine
infrastructure, and address the lack of public trust in the vaccination program so that
people are vaccinated as soon as possible.
To release your economy and society from the terrible grip of this highly infectious
virus, the goal is to vaccinate 70-85% of the population to achieve herd immunity.
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Currently, at least half of all-American adults (varying widely between jurisdictions) are
unwilling to be vaccinated. The infrastructure required to defeat COVID and future
pandemics must be enduring if we gain lasting control of this virus and prevent
another pathogen from exacting a similar tragic toll in the future. This is not merely a
break/fix emergency response. Your make/buy/partner decisions outlined in this
roadmap should reflect this.

Three Imperatives Necessary to Defeat COVID-19 in Your Jurisdiction
The vaccines are essential but not sufficient to defeat COVID-19 in your jurisdiction.
To achieve herd immunity, you must launch your vaccination program in tandem with
two other significant and crucial efforts. Here is an overview of the three interrelated
efforts that comprise the three sections of this roadmap.
Effort #1: Reduce and Locate
Don’t make your life difficult—and increase casualties—by launching a vaccination
program in the middle of an uncontrolled outbreak.
Part One explains how reducing the viral levels in your jurisdiction before your
vaccination program begins will allow you to vaccinate much more safely and
effectively. You must significantly ramp up:
▪

Use of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) of masking, distancing, and
hygiene. Masking and distancing can be 70 percent effective in reducing
transmission. Ultimately every American who needs an N95 mask should be
provided one every day until we reach herd immunity through a vaccine. The
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infrastructure and monitoring systems we need to optimize PPE distribution are
the same that you will need to distribute vaccines, so start building now.
▪

Deployment of antigen testing to identify and isolate asymptomatic and presymptomatic spreaders of the disease. This will be critical for efficient and
proactive vaccine distribution. Your goals must be to provide rapid, inexpensive,
accurate, self-administered tests every day to every person in your jurisdiction
and isolate the sick so they do not spread the virus. This requires infrastructure
that is readily available on a leased basis at our underused hotels until we
reach protective herd immunity through a vaccine.

▪

Daily testing and isolation can reduce COVID transmission by ninety percent,
and continued surveillance monitoring of the virus will be needed for our
lifetime. Home tests are distributed through the same supply chain as vaccinator
kits, accelerating your returns on COVID infrastructure investment.

The more control your jurisdiction can exert over the virus with masks, distancing,
testing, and hygiene before and during your vaccination program, the more efficient
and rapid the program will be. Controlling the virus with NPI methods will also make
the vaccine more effective, fewer people will die, and your economy will recover faster.
Failing to prepare in this manner will cause the deaths of 2.25 times more people and
result in long term costs of over 10% of your jurisdiction’s 2019 GDP.
Effort #2: Allocate and Deploy the Vaccine
Part Two of this Roadmap focuses on vaccinating with speed at scale in 2021 and
beyond (Exhibit 1). COVID vaccines will be in short supply in the United States
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through mid-2021. The doses must be allocated for maximum benefit until shortages
are overcome.
The three major vaccination processes—allocation, distribution, and injection—must be
scaled up within three months and fully report 22 data elements to the CDC within 24hour time windows. You must be able to vaccinate 1% of your population daily at
peak.

Exhibit 1. Exponential Growth of COVID Supply Chain Network Complexities1

1

Complexity - Requires Agility with No Margin for Error. This is ~500,000 times more complicated than

the flu vaccine
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At full roll-out, meeting operating requirements will mandate automated systems support
to manage the dynamic flows of data, vaccines, supplies, staff, population, and public
information. You must make decisions as quickly as possible about which systems to
automate, what staff augmentation you need, and which operations to outsource.
Budget-constrained jurisdictions (and who isn’t?) must choose the right mix of building,
buying, and partnering.
Every jurisdiction will need a minimally viable Inoculation Information System (IIS) with
vaccination registry, vaccine uptake, safety monitoring, and allocation support
functionality in place by the time vaccines begin arriving. Interfacing with pharmacy
management, ERP/supply chain, and population health and demographic data sets
(and finally medical records) will enable significant scalability and more efficient
staffing.
You will need to partner to create a supply chain control tower network capable of
interfacing

with national

vaccination

The scale and complexity are far

systems. Your

IIS and the

beyond the capacity of your flu

Supply Chain

immunization system.

are the most

Control Tower

critical automated system elements because they link vaccine supply and demand to
provide an end-to-end, closed-loop system. Delivering machine consumable data to the
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CDC, jurisdiction systems, and reporting dashboards will be required to meet scale and
speed imperatives. Public/private partnerships with general partner integrators can help
share risk and bridge budget and personnel capacity and skill shortages.
Herd immunity depends on high compliance, yet public trust is currently very low.
Changing minds will require a substantial communications campaign to persuade
people to accept the vaccine. This will require a multi-faceted approach including
media relations and advertising, social media influencers, leadership transparency, high
visibility for trusted scientists, celebrity endorsements, and ‘scorecards’ for jurisdictions
and sub-jurisdictions—anything that can drive acceptance rates faster and higher.

Effort #3: Monitor, Maintain and Improve

Understand How Long the Vaccine is Viable Through Serology Testing
Part Three helps create a permanent infrastructure to attain economic, social, and
health normalcy. Once you are administering vaccines in your jurisdiction, serology
testing will be your best insurance if vaccines cannot achieve herd immunity durably.
Serology testing monitors the quantity and quality of COVID killing antibodies in each
person’s bloodstream after an infection or vaccination. Serology testing is critical to
determine how long a vaccine is effective, whether a person needs a booster shot,
and whether your jurisdiction has achieved herd immunity.
You will want to know what the future looks like for your vaccination program: annual
boosters for everyone? For some but not for all? Which vaccines for which people?
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Serology testing provides these answers. Serology tests are distributed through the
same supply chain as the vaccinator kits: scale accordingly.

Strengthening the Public Health Infrastructure
Vaccines will enable us to achieve economic, social, and health normalcy, but
expectations must be managed. While it is possible that these first vaccines will be
highly effective at preventing transmission nearly completely, this has not yet been
tested and may not be the case. However, safe and effective they may be, it will still
take time to execute vaccination programs on this scale. Non-pharmaceutical
interventions will remain necessary for much of 2021.
Even once the virus is controlled, we’ll still have a lot of work to repair our economy
and healthcare system and console the grieving and overcome the trauma.
If you set and communicate consistent goals now, you will create greater unity and
satisfaction within your population as you follow the roadmap to success. The COVID
response infrastructure and information systems you create to defeat the virus today
are investments that will pay dividends for years to come, even in future pandemics.
Immunity or vaccination certificates must be provided by jurisdictions indefinitely. Some
parts of the world will never fully control COVID. Vaccines, medicines, and
interventions will be required to prevent explosive outbreaks and minimize deaths for
our lifetimes.
Plan to roll out testing capabilities to homes, providers, and central laboratories for
effective serology and antigen testing until we achieve herd immunity.
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These testing infrastructure investments will not be wasted even after we control this
virus: this will not be the last new infectious disease to emerge from expanding human
engagement with the natural world. Had such an infrastructure been in place a year
ago, we could have prevented the vast majority of COVID deaths to date and allowed
our economy to function much more normally.

The Roadmap
Use the following roadmap (Exhibit 2) to identify and fill the gaps in your plan. The
groundwork you do now will underpin not only the urgent pre-vaccine work but will
continue to be essential during the vaccination period and beyond. It can remain in
reserve like a defensive weapon system, ready to deploy on short notice.
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Roadmap
A high-level overview of where your
efforts will be focused on H1 2021

Masking

Reduce
& Locate
the Virus

Goals
N95 mask
for every
citizen every
day
Mask use &
distancing
Test all at
home every
day

Antigen
Testing
Test
participation
Health-based
allocation
Allocate
& Deploy
the
Vaccines

Vaccination

Goals
Fast, highvolume 1st &
2nd shots

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
March
Reduce virus prevalence
Build & use vulnerability
maps
Implement a vaccination
program

April

Dec.

April

Jan.

Feb.

March

May

June

Ongoing

Monitor & Improve
May

June

Ongoing

Many more N95 masks,
esp. for high-risk people
and healthcare workers
Urge NPI adherence
Home test program. Set
up surveillance grids for
antigen testing. Double
capacity
Est. ubiquitous
home testing.
10x capacity.
Urge test
participation
Prioritize
populations
design &
deploy
informatics
Dec.
Establish
vaccination
sites
Establish a
supply chain

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June
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Testing

Vaccine
acceptance
Know the
durability,
safety, efficacy
of each vaccine
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Urge vaccine
acceptance
Trial
Serology
Testing
Track herd
immunity

Safety

Monitor,
Maintain
&
Improve

Future
Pandemic
Response

Be ready to
stifle the next
pandemiccapable
pathogen

Healthcare
Resiliency

Be ready to
contain the
next pandemic

Social &
Economic
Resiliency
Goals
Public/
Private
Partnering

Minimize
Social &
Economic
Damage

Dec.
Optimize the
effectiveness
of Response

Implement serology surveillance testing

Build a sentinel testing infrastructure
Pre-position rapid response resources
Increase hospital surge
capacity
Build a resilient supply
chain
Distribute emergency
relief

Jan.
Make
/Buy
Pilots

Feb.

March

Plug
Gaps

Scale

Invest in damage repair
April

May

June
Optimize infrastructure partnership

Exhibit 2. Roadmap: 2021 Planning and Effort Allocation

Note: the darker the color shade on the roadmap, the more effort is required at that time. March, April, May, and June
will be the most challenging months.
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The Impact of Pre-Vaccine Mitigation and Optimized Allocation
Exhibit 3 models two scenarios. The red lines project the death rate and path to
normalcy if the U.S. has no active viral suppression before mass vaccination begins in
February and with no allocation optimization systems in place to prioritize vaccine
distribution based on objective health needs. The green lines project the U.S. death
rates if all states have viral suppression plans and allocate optimally. The dashed lines
indicate the impact of the vaccine.

Exhibit 3. Epidemiologic Model - U.S. COVID Deaths in 2021 With and Without Pre-vaccine Mitigation2

Even if identical vaccines are introduced in the same volumes at the same time, a

2

Pre-vaccine control plans that optimize use of NPI prior to vaccine availability can reduce death rate

starting points by 47% vs states that do not mitigate. States that cannot allocate effectively can suffer up
to 35% worse death rates through August 2022. The combination of a higher starting death rate and
slower vaccine effectiveness could result in 2.25x death rates until August 2021
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state that does not use non-pharmaceutical interventions (mask-wearing, hygiene, and
distancing) effectively will have to work down from an active case rate that is 50%
higher than if it did use NPI effectively before vaccine introduction.
Further, if a state does not have the systems in place to allocate vaccinations to
optimize the distribution of rationed vaccines through August 2021, then it will suffer a
death rate about 30% higher than if it were able to allocate its CDC allotments with
maximum effectiveness (to the most at risk and healthcare workers first).
The combination of a higher starting death rate (from lack of pre-vaccine mitigation)
and slower vaccine effectiveness (from poor allocation) results in death rates 2.25
times higher by August 2021. Unfortunately, many jurisdictions that are not managing
non-pharmaceutical interventions well are the same jurisdictions that do not have
robust population stratification and allocation systems.

▪

Failing to prepare will cause the deaths of 2.25 times
more people and result in long-term costs of more than
10 percent (10%) of your jurisdiction’s 2019 GDP.

▪

The result of a sustained and uncontrolled pandemic suffering 2.25 times as many deaths – creates a
devastating loss of productivity.
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Economic Impact
Exhibit 4, following, provides a snapshot of the costs, in lives and money, of nonvaccination preparation during the 2020-2021 COVID-19 pandemic.

Exhibit 4. Economic Model: U.S. GDP in 2021:

With and Without Pre-vaccine Mitigation3

Experts estimate the life value of each premature death (even of those over seventy
years old) is $7 million per deceased person. The health costs of the ill magnify the
loss of productivity, adding about three times more cost to the economy than every
premature death. Applying the assumptions used by former U.S. Treasury Secretary

3

Total Costs of No Vaccination Preparation, U.S. 2021. 240,000 Extra Deaths will occur without

Vaccination Preparation including Masking and Health Based Allocation
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Larry Summers, NPI control and a health-based allocation vaccine rollout can reduce
the additional long-term cost in 2021 by approximately $6T.
While the distribution of these costs will not be even across states, COVID will cost
an in-control state about 10 percent of its 2019 GDP in the first half of 2021, while an
out-of-control state will lose over 20 percent of its 2019 economy in the first half of
2021.
Investments in COVID control and systems to manage vaccine rollout will likely have a
5.3-month pay-back, even if you invest 10 percent of your GDP into these efforts.
Your business case to the OMB and Congress is that an average $4M per state
investment in these efforts in the CARES act allocation of $200M underfunds every
state except Vermont.
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Part One
Reduce and Locate the Virus
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Part One: Reduce and Locate the Virus
We are experiencing a large and unnecessary surge of cases and deaths now. The
sooner we can bring the virus under control through non-pharmaceutical means, the
more quickly effective the vaccines will be when they arrive. Get your NPI and testing
in place now and stratify your population to provide a health-policy-based rank order of
vaccination subjects before Phase 1 of the vaccination program starts on December
10, 2020.

PPE – Masking and Hygiene
Masking is the single best way to reduce spread without additional broad economic
lockdowns.
Masking, hygiene, distancing, and testing, taken together, can reduce COVID by 90%
or more if applied correctly, collectively, and at the appropriate location, event, and
time. Many countries supply every citizen a rapid COVID test and N95 mask every
day when needed. They control COVID without a vaccine today.
The U.S. is only about 70% compliant (and highly variable) with mask-wearing,
distancing, and hygiene — dangerously low for our level of virus prevalence.
As demonstrated in Exhibit 5 following, the potential positive impact of widespread use
of high-quality masks is vast: for example, Kansas deployed an optional mandate in
June. By August, counties that opted-in reduced COVID by six percent, and those that
opted out increased COVID cases by 150 percent.
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Exhibit 5. Impact of Masking Policies, 20204

Technology matters. Health Care workers and others who need to be in proximity to
potential carriers of the virus need N95 masks. Unfortunately, demand exceeds supply
by orders of magnitude in the United States. All jurisdictions are rationing critical PPE
today. Many front-line nurses and doctors are re-wearing masks for five straight days,
despite knowing that the masks' efficacy decreases sharply on the second day. The
best PPE is largely unavailable to anyone else.

4

Masking does not mean economic shutdowns. Masking is actually correlated with greater normal

economic activity and growth during the COVID pandemic
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TAKEAWAY: You must accurately aggregate and track your jurisdiction’s PPE supply
and demand and then work to increase supply.

Testing and Distancing
To date, we have made the mistake of using antigen testing coverage as though we
are monitoring an in-control virus rather than trying to actively manage the uncontrolled
viral outbreaks of the new COVID virus. The numbers of tests we are using are vastly
insufficient to identify the potential areas of an outbreak, which is essential for
controlling the virus. We need at least ten times the testing levels than our current
capacity. We need the results of self-administered home, event, and employer-based
tests to be affordable, accurate, and available within 10 minutes.
Every state needs to increase antigen testing capacity to support the vaccine program.
We currently have the ability to test up to 1% of the population per day. Jurisdictions
should test at least 10% of their population per day for localizing and controlling
outbreaks.
If you leverage the vaccine supply chain and achieve this level of home testing
coverage, you will be able to allocate and forecast your needs for the vaccine
campaign precisely.
Dr. Fauci’s response when asked, “If you had a national plan for testing, what would it

be?”
“Surveillance testing. Literally flooding the system with tests. Getting a home
test that you could do yourself that’s highly sensitive and highly specific. And
you know why that would be terrific? Because if you decided that you wanted
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to have a small gathering with your mother-in-law and father-in-law and a
couple of children, and you had a test right there. It isn’t 100 percent. Don’t let
the perfect be the enemy of the good. But the risk that you have, if everyone
is tested before you get together to sit down for dinner, dramatically decreases.
It might not ever be zero, but, you know, we don’t live in a completely risk-free
society.”
Types of testing defenses. The first two, symptomatic testing and surveillance testing,
rely upon contact tracing to reduce viral spread. Contract tracing is not feasible when
viral levels are as high as they are in the United States, and so much asymptomatic
spread is occurring.
The third, ubiquitous testing, is the backstop we (and Dr. Fauci) recommend.

1. Symptomatic Testing – insufficient
This is what we do today. If you have symptoms, you get a test. If you test positive,
then you must isolate and trace and notify your contacts. Unfortunately, about 50
percent of people with COVID are asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic, and these people
are responsible for about fifty percent of transmission of the virus.
If you do not test asymptomatic people, the virus will never be controlled. Furthermore,
contact tracing has failed in the US for privacy reasons, and the virus is too prevalent
to contact trace effectively.
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2. Contact tracing – viral levels are too high

If we test only those who have symptoms, we need to contact trace all who may have
been in contact with that person over the last 14 days through two to three
generations of contact. This testing/tracing approach is failing in the U.S. for several
reasons:
▪

Our current capacity is only about 3.5M tests per day, which means we cannot
test everyone who has been exposed and are testing only the symptomatic.
This keeps the asymptomatic transmission rate high.

▪

We rely upon an inappropriately low volume, high cost, existing, fragmented,
vastly under scaled infrastructure. This has led to test rationing and processing
bottlenecks that result in the slow turnaround of results.

▪

Results are received too late to do effective contact tracing to quarantine those
who have been exposed, which also continues the asymptomatic spread

▪

Results are often not reported to health authorities. Lack of (real-time) test data
makes it impossible to respond promptly to outbreaks.

▪

The actual demand for quarantining or isolating is not known because we do
not monitor test results.

▪

There is significant cultural resistance to privacy invasion as perceived by the
public with contact tracing in the U.S.
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▪

Finally, contact tracing under these circumstances leads to unnecessary shutdowns as second and third tiers of contacts explode the number of people in
quarantine for 14 days to excessive and unnecessary levels.

We do not recommend pursuing and investing in contact tracing unless you achieve
positivity rates far below three percent and preferably below one percent in stable Rt
conditions. Viral levels are so high that any jurisdictional contact tracing programs will
be completely overwhelmed and ineffective from a health standpoint and unnecessarily
damaging to the economy today.
TAKEAWAY: Stop investing in contact tracing unless positivity rates are below 3%.

3. Surveillance testing—ramp-up
The only way to detect asymptomatic transmitters is to test them through surveillance
testing. Here we test a statistical sample of a population with and without symptoms to
determine accurate levels of COVID in your community.
Ramping up surveillance testing to identify and isolate asymptomatic and presymptomatic spreaders of the disease will be critical to efficient and proactive vaccine
distribution. You will want to continue to roll out testing capabilities to the home,
providers, and central laboratories for effective testing to localize and control the virus
until we achieve herd immunity. Had such an infrastructure been in place a year ago,
we could have prevented that vast majority of COVID deaths to date and allowed our
economy to function much more normally.
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Testing will give you the data needed to manage NPI mandates effectively and to
allocate vaccines once they arrive. To use this data for effective real-time decisionmaking, create/buy/partner to set up a dashboard information system that will carry
over all five roadmap stages. This will be covered in more detail in Part Two of this
Roadmap.
As in political surveys and polls, the number of tests done, the trends over time, and
demography and geography matters. Unfortunately, because we do not contact trace or
isolate well in the U.S., surveillance testing will not help save lives now.
However, surveillance testing can help epidemiologists, and health policymakers better
target COVID in the future if used judiciously. The price is high because we rely on
expensive physician offices and central labs to conduct the tests. The central labs are
so backed up. It frequently takes days for a result. Any test results taking more than
24 hours to turn around from sample collection are mostly useless and should not be
reimbursed. Speak to epidemiologists about conducting a small surveillance test in
communities/populations of concern to see what might be feasible and directly helpful
to your community. Do not get involved in supporting a broad academic exercise that
cannot directly help you save lives in your community now.
TAKEAWAY: Pilot surveillance testing in populations of concern to determine what is
feasible and helpful to the community.
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4. Ubiquitous self-testing—the goal
Your goal should be for everyone to self-test every day at home. Rapid, inexpensive,
accurate, self-administered home tests have been developed but have been delayed
considering Emergency Use Authorization approval by the FDA. Once they are
approved, every home (and every employer or event) in your jurisdiction could conduct
self-tests accurately for COVID for less than a dollar per day.
This eliminates the need to contract trace because everyone knows their health status.
It is a DIY contagiousness test.
Economies will not have to shut down: Every person quarantining because they may
be at risk will know if they are sick and no longer be forced to quarantine for 14 days
per contact. Rapid home tests also solve the asymptomatic spread and test turnaround issues we are currently experiencing.
Ubiquitous testing of symptomatic and asymptomatic people allows you to find, isolate,
and reduce COVID to a much lower level and start vaccination programs at a much
more controlled level of cases. This will make your vaccine program faster and easier
to manage. Most critically, ubiquitous testing tells you where the hot-spots are and
where they will be. This allows you to prioritize the vaccination program and be much
more precise in your allocations and vaccinator shipments.
If we could test every person, every day, we could reduce COVID incidence by over
90%. (10% pre-symptomatic transmission would remain.) Home, event, and business-
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based ubiquitous testing eliminates the delay of results and the need for contact
tracing.
Localizing and stopping COVID spread is required to accelerate the roadmap to herd
immunity. Exhibit 6, following, shows what is needed by the jurisdictions to roll-out
surveillance and ubiquitous testing in the U.S. Pilot surveillance testing by applying
point of care test results from providers. Then move to universal home testing support
programs.

Exhibit 6. Symptomatic, Surveillance, and Ubiquitous Testing, U.S. Threshold Requirements 2021

Employing ubiquitous surveillance testing will negate the need for failed/overwhelmed
contact tracing and quarantining, which have not been culturally accepted in the U.S.
Ubiquitous testing allows for the isolation of those who test positive instead of the
quarantining of everybody who might have been exposed. Ubiquitous testing is a
higher-precision strategy to prevent economic damage. The surveillance testing
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approach will require that your jurisdiction strives to increase testing capacity by at
least 10-fold and ideally to 30M tests per day.
We have not deployed testing effectively in the U.S. A program like the OWS vaccine
program for diagnostic testing would greatly help. Accurate, real-time test results and
positivity rates are not available and are critical to mounting effective, coordinated
COVID vaccine responses.
Medicines for COVID (and most diseases) are most effective when diagnosis and
treatments occur early. Ubiquitous home testing and home infusion enables these
interventions to save lives and keep patients from overwhelming hospitals.
Continue infrastructure and payment support of remote monitoring and telemedicine.
Make this capability part of your permanent infrastructure to lower healthcare costs and
improve outcomes.
To deploy interventions before viral levels have grown exponentially, we need a level
of testing over ten times beyond our current capabilities. We need results in minutes
instead of days. If the Federal government does not step in, then jurisdictions can do
additional testing on a small scale with tremendous impact.
TAKEAWAY: Aim to increase testing capacity by at least 10-fold so that those who
are positive can be isolated.
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Scale Up with New Disruptive Technologies
These home test requirements can be met today with disruptive technologies (e.g.,
LSPR), which are available now. To test at required volumes, home testing formats
are needed that are compatible with smartphone readers (see Exhibit 7, following).
Jurisdictional policy, DPAs, EUAs, and guaranteed purchases should focus on tests
that cost less than $5 per day, are very accurate with low detection limits, take less
than 10 minutes to conduct, and do not require a technician to sample and or a
specialized reader to test. The federal government should go beyond market-making
and use the Defense Production Act and Emergency Use Authorizations to bring
ubiquitous testing online as fast as possible.

Exhibit 7. Ubiquitous Testing: PreDxion Biosciences Example
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Leverage Vaccine Kit Supply Chain
The vaccine kit supply chain and reporting infrastructure is very similar to the supply
chain required to rapidly scale the COVID home testing (i.e., reagents, swabs, and
applicators to drug stores). The same players are involved along the supply chain to
deliver a vaccine or diagnostic kit. Jurisdiction vaccine campaign contracts could be
used to expand testing rapidly. Coordinating with vaccinator sites to encourage home
testing during the period between first and second vaccine doses would benefit all
parties.
Like the vaccine platform technologies, a new diagnostic technology, LSPR, is poised
to revolutionize self-administered diagnostic testing. Watch for the NIH and the U.S. to
begin to offer a Moderna-type deal to these home test manufacturers: EUA’s plus
manufacturing support and guaranteed volume purchased upon approval. This is not a
requirement but would accelerate the roll-out of this technology.

Punchlist 1
Pre-Vaccine Viral Suppression Plan Punchlist
1. Ramp up the supply of PPE and testing. They utilize the same supply chains as
the vaccinator kits do, so you can leverage early infrastructure and system
investments and accelerate the vaccine campaign to follow.
2. Specifically, ramp up the supply of N-95 masks: in a perfect world, 1 per person
per day.
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3. Institute ubiquitous antigen surveillance testing: know where COVID is and project
where it will spread, how fast. Provide your population with an accurate, granular
real-time viral weather map – have precision below the county level in metro areas.
Make isolation a more effective strategy by offering hygienic public facilities to
those who cannot otherwise isolate effectively, and make broad-brush quarantining
less necessary with ubiquitous home, employer, and event-based surveillance
testing.
4. Act fast on early testing triggers (I.E., daily home testing, not lagging indicators like
death rates). Stamp out the virus early to protect hospitals from being over-run and
exhausting (and endangering) your healthcare workers. Prevent having to vaccinate
your people in pandemic outbreaks that can cause additional super-spreader
events.
5. Institute a serology test program to determine if prior infections may contribute to
herd immunity and to prepare for the critical task of determining vaccine durability.
6. To prevent complications, promote vaccination programs for other diseases,
especially the flu. This will strengthen the vaccine supply chain in advance of the
COVID effort and lower pressure on the healthcare system.
7. Enact data-driven targeted social distancing policies: this virus spreads wildly in
some situations and minimally in others. We can do a much better job of gaining
maximum suppression with minimum economic disruption, buying time for the
vaccination program, and freeing up healthcare system resources to implement it.
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8. Stratify your populations using health and demographic data. Optimize your
allocation algorithm. Your first daily allocation request to the CDC will be due on
December 11, 2020. Run scenarios to optimize for the best strategy to reach
populations and locations—pilot, pilot, pilot. Select your partners to run the supply
chain control towers and flow your health data—pressure test your supply chain
systems.
9. Start communicating benchmarks and dashboards at the local level: make your
population part of the team that’s defeating the virus.
TAKEAWAY: Provide every citizen of your jurisdiction an n95 or surgical mask and a
rapid COVID antigen home test every day.

Push the FDA and manufacturers of home COVID tests, N95 and surgical masks, and
viral-specific hygiene products to:
➢ Provide EUAs to new producers.
➢ Allow some flexibility in regulated Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)
requirements.
➢ Provide minimum guaranteed U.S. government purchase orders.
This was done for vaccine production, and it will work for NPI. The NPI scale-up is
not temporary. Because the first-generation vaccines may be only partially effective and
taken only by a subset of the population, the U.S. and world will remain reliant on
non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) to control COVID for several years to come.
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The capacity to respond to control COVID and other pathogenic outbreaks early in
their spread is an investment that will deliver health and economic benefits for the
foreseeable future.
Summary
Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions (NPI), especially masking and testing, remain critical
until we attain herd immunity through an effective, safe vaccine. If you do not
suppress the virus before your vaccination campaign, you will be launching your
vaccination programs in the middle of uncontrollable COVID outbreaks. Your vaccinator
campaigns will inadvertently risk becoming tragic super-spreader events.
Jurisdictions that lower their infected population starting point and allocate vaccines by
health need before launching their mass vaccination programs will:
▪

Lower overall COVID deaths by 2.25-fold

▪

Achieve herd immunity six months sooner, and

▪

Halve the economic damage wrought by COVID in 2021.

TAKEAWAY: Joining the 100-day mask wearing, 100M vaccinated program will help
pull your Jurisdiction into the positive pathway to normalcy.
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Part Two
Allocate and Deploy the Vaccine
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Part Two: Allocate and Deploy the Vaccine
The ‘Last Mile’ Challenge
The Federal Government has invested billions of dollars in accelerating the
development of safe, effective vaccines, and it will soon begin delivering the vaccines
to your jurisdiction. The last mile—getting the vaccine into the arms of your citizens
safely, fairly, and expeditiously—is up to you.
The Vaccination Rollout Roadmap is for those responsible for making the decisions
that will determine the success or failure of the COVID vaccination program in your
jurisdiction. The purpose of this playbook is to outline the plan elements you will want
to put in place to implement a broad-scale vaccination program in your jurisdiction
successfully. Your vaccination rollout will be a key contribution to a global health
intervention.
Deliveries across the 64 jurisdictions will be governed by CDC algorithms, which will
apportion the limited supply of vaccines and kits to the locations with the most urgent
need. You must be prepared to receive and distribute it. Which vaccines you get and
what quantities will depend in part upon the information you provide to the CDC.
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Policy Priorities:
• High Transmitters
• Vulnerable Populations
• Essential Workers
Infrastructure Strategy:
People come to vaccines
• Advertised locations
prepared to deliver high
throughput
Vaccines go to people
• Hospitals, nursing homes,
military, police/fire,
prisons, …

Exhibit 8. CDC and Jurisdiction Allocation Systems5

Your vaccination program's success will depend upon the completeness, quality, and
timeliness of the information you gather in your jurisdiction to help guide your efforts —
your data inputs.
America’s ability to achieve herd immunity will depend upon the federal government's
information from the jurisdictions — your data outputs. Real-time, open sharing of
integrated, complete, secure data sets within and between jurisdictions and the
CDC/HHS will be the basis for effective collaboration to achieve pandemic control of

5

Data Lakes have superseded data warehouses as the best way to contain and manage large stores of

mixed data types. Data Fabrics are emerging data ecosystems even more pervasive than Data Lakes,

with an extra degree of structure, governance, and intelligence to enable even faster and more accurate
access to whatever data is needed. More information about data lakes appears later in this document
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this new virus. There will be a huge upside to a coordinated national vaccination
program, benefitting every jurisdiction.
You can control the virus by getting the right vaccines to the right places for the right
people at the right time in sufficient quantities at quality standards. Using strategic
allocation methods and integrating your supply chain and distribution information
systems, you can reduce the death rate in your jurisdiction up to eight-fold versus
random distribution. To get the right people to show up according to the policies you
have established, the
people in your jurisdiction
must trust your allocation

This is not about tweaking existing operations
and hoping for the best.

system. Making your allocation system transparent and health-based from the
beginning will help you build trust.
Node Factor

Flu Vaccination

COVID-19 Vaccination Program

Program

Doses

160M

480M

One and done

Booster required within a specific time
frame

Supply Chain

Established relationships

Vaccine Types

Three interchangeable

Product requirement

Low; Established

High; New clinical trial results continually

technologies

change policy and demand function

Logistics

Standard cold chain

-20 to -80

Partners

variability

New competitors in-network and new
capabilities and people
Seven entrants with shifting business rules
and not interchangeable

0

C will cause 20-30% additional

wastage

Supply

No constraint

Severe initial constraint requiring individual
level allocation system
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Node Factor

Flu Vaccination

COVID-19 Vaccination Program

Program

Goal

Reduce the severity of

Eliminate the virus—must hit herd immunity

symptoms by 40%

of over 85% of the population being

vaccination rate

vaccinated

Vaccinator

Ten injections per day

1000 injections per day

Epidemiology

Slow, asynchronous

The real-time epidemiological analysis

monitoring of incomplete

needed across all jurisdictions to direct

grid through ILINet

interventions

Sufficient to meet

93% constrained supply vs. demand of

demand

adjuvants, reagents, glass, stoppers,

throughput
support

Raw material/

manufacturing yields
Kit coordination

injectors, needles
None needed; generic

Vaccinator kits must match the vaccine

Table 1. Differences Between Flu and COVID Vaccine Management Challenges

This program's scale is much more significant, the time frame much shorter, and the
number of elements to coordinate much more numerous than any vaccination program
your state has implemented before. It will require:
➢ Unprecedented Scale - every person vaccinated in your jurisdiction
The capacity you will need is fifteen times greater than that of your annual flu
vaccination campaigns. You will need to plan for inoculating up to 1% of your
population in a day to keep supply and demand in balance by March. To do
this, you will need to find vaccinator sites capable of injecting 100 people per
hour.
For mobile units and temporary surge sites in the North during winter, you need
to find large parking structures and roofed arenas, so people are not waiting in
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the cold and getting stuck in the snow. Hiring and training sufficient vaccinators
and other healthcare professionals will be a critical path task.
➢ Unprecedented Speed - immediate implementation is required – the shipments
begin non-stop starting December 12. Deciding what to do yourself and where
critical partners can provide proven, scalable solutions to achieve control faster
will be a key success factor.
➢ Complexity beyond what current systems are designed to do - This program
will vastly exceed your vaccination infrastructure's current capacity. Processes
set up for flu vaccinations are linear and under-scaled for this effort. This
challenge is made even more complex because we will be deploying as many
as seven different vaccines next year, which may optimally serve diverse
populations, have different handling protocols, and be more-or-less available at
different times.
➢ Trust for Public Acceptance - Only 36% of Americans are currently fully
prepared to be vaccinated. Achieving herd immunity will require 70-85% to take
complete courses of the vaccine. A significant effort to operate transparently and
address trust issues and inoculation levels directly needs to be an essential part
of your campaign.
➢ Long-Term Investment - It will take many months to vaccinate a critical mass
of people in your jurisdiction while building trust, maintaining non-pharmaceutical
measures, and addressing urgent economic issues. Your program must win a
marathon that will last at least through 2021 and possibly well into 2022. Since
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we do not know the durability of any of these vaccines, you must build an
infrastructure capable of testing each recipient’s antibody levels and delivering it
every year. This will be addressed in Part Three.

TAKEAWAY: Do not rely on your flu infrastructure to carry the day – seek out gaps
early and plug them before they become insurmountable at scale.

Mass Vaccination Plan Overview
This roadmap outlines the processes involved in implementing your vaccination
program, what information and decision support you’ll require, and which roles need to
be staffed, automated, or outsourced. For each plan element below, we’ll describe both
the ideal plan and the MVP — Minimum Viable Plan — that you will need at the start.
This format is designed to help you make the many rapid decisions just ahead without
regret. Each jurisdiction starts at different levels, so we provide recommendations in
critical areas along a spectrum of options.
Your mission - to get the right vaccines to the right places for the right people at the
right time to quality standards in sufficient quantities - involves four processes. Many
of these processes are done weekly, monthly or ad hoc today – prepare for many
process turnarounds to be daily or real-time and build staffing and systems
accordingly.
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Vaccine Allocation
▪

To ensure you receive adequate supplies of vaccines from the CDC, you will
need to create a model that consumes the hospital (HHS) COVID, test and
behavioral data you are generating locally to forecast the size and location of
the viral outbreaks

▪

To direct our vaccines effectively, your system must be able to integrate
information about:
➢ which vaccines are available in what quantities when, and for which
populations is it appropriate
➢ the health and occupations of your population and where the people who
need them are located

▪

Your allocation system needs to match the right vaccine with the right person
and create an appointment at the vaccination sites for initial vaccines and
boosters. The system must account for appointment cancellations, vaccine
rejections, and inventory levels each day to ensure priority patient demand is
matched with supply.

Vaccine Supply
You must be able to monitor the quality and quantity of vaccine delivery to vaccination
sites. Your team must analyze, report, and manipulate the real-time, integrated
information sets connected to the distribution system, including
➢ physical and information vaccination administration flows within the
jurisdiction
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➢ information flow with CDC/HHS and OWS
➢ supply chain partner information at local and national levels
We anticipate the system will manage seven vaccine manufacturer and kit supply
chains by mid- 2021. Constrained supply and demand management will be replaced by
balanced and demand, and finally, abundant supply is anticipated in the second half of
2021.
Vaccine Administration
The system must monitor herd immunity levels by tracking, tracing, and documenting
who has been vaccinated with what vaccine, where, and when. Booster shot
management will be required. Serology testing may be required if durability is short or
variable among populations.

Vaccine Campaign Communication
You will also need to communicate with the people in your jurisdiction to:
➢ Explain why the vaccine is safe, effective, and important for them to take
so that they will comply
➢ Explain where and how they will receive their vaccinations so that they

can comply
➢ Make vaccination the norm with promotion, reminders, mandates, and
incentives
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➢ Engender public support for your ability to implement this - your
opportunity to become folk heroes, which gives you leverage for
continued COVID and public health programs that will be necessary postvaccination.

Metrics
Your jurisdiction must develop a dashboard to monitor performance to the goal –
achieving herd immunity and a return to health, social, and economic normalcy. Along
with the roadmap, this dashboard will allow you to quickly see what key processes are
in control, which stakeholders need to take action and how close you are to achieving
your goals. Following is an example of how a dashboard might look.
Exhibit 9. COVID Dashboard: Integrated Visibility, Alerts, Analytics, and Actionable
Intelligence
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During the mass vaccination stage of the roadmap, there are a few metrics we
recommend monitoring.

1. Vaccination and Immunity Levels: in populations – by demographic, health, and
geographic factors vs. target and vs. projection (I.E., herd immunity goal
achievement)

2. Allocation Levels: CDC vaccine allocations by manufacturer actual and forecast.
Jurisdiction allocation distributions planned vs. actual to vaccinator sites vs.
fulfillment of demographic, health, and geographic priorities/goals and projections.
(i.e., vaccine allocation effectiveness)

3. Vaccinator Supply: inventories and back-order by vaccine manufacturer at
vaccinator sites vs. target. Low stock and stock-out reports of vaccines and
ancillary/kits by site, warehouse, manufacturer, and provider.
Vaccine quality and wastage reports by site, manufacturer, transporter, and
provider. Supply chain fulfillment velocities, TAT/responsiveness, and quality
levels by manufacturer and supply chain partner to vaccinator site. Total time
and cost to quality per order. Vaccinator satisfaction, feedback, and performance
reports by site and partner (i.e., supply chain performance management).

4. Vaccination Administration: Daily patient throughput per vaccinator site vs.
goal. Appointment fulfillment, vaccine rejection, and booster compliance rates by
demographic, health, and geographic factor. For OWS, Medicare, and Medicaid
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standard data sets. For private insurance (starting May), authoritative reporting
data sets patient satisfaction/feedback reports by vaccinator site and partner.
TAKEAWAY: Manage end-to-end vaccine allocation, supply chain, and administration
vs. performance targets, including NPI and testing metrics.

The Vaccines

Table 2. Vaccine Manufacturers:

Current U.S. Projections, 2021

Vaccine Quantities
The vaccine products to manage will start with one and grow to seven by mid-2021.
Around June, FDA full BLA approval will occur, and manufacturing capacity is
anticipated to be 90M doses per month for Pfizer and 80M doses per month for
Moderna. By year-end, each of these manufacturers is anticipated to have the
manufacturing capacity to produce over 1B doses annually.
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About 25 percent of the doses will be available to the U.S., so we will have access to
about 1.75B doses, while our total demand will be less than 480M doses. Exhibit 10,
following, assumes that FDA EUA’s will be granted as projected. The U.S. will
exercise its options in full from all manufacturers currently negotiated by OWS, and
that no additional deals will be created.

Exhibit 10. U.S. Supply Projections by Vaccine Manufacturer, H1/216

Note: These estimates assume that all vaccines will have similar 90+ percent efficacy
and excellent safety profiles. If the effectiveness of AstraZeneca or Johnson &
Johnson’s vaccines is significantly lower than those of Pfizer and Moderna (e.g., less

6

U.S. Vaccine Supply vs Demand, 2021
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than 80% vs. 95%), then the roll-out will be 2 – 3 times slower through September as
people wait for the availability of the better vaccines.
The Complexities
Each vaccine will be available in different quantities, at different prices, and have
different storage requirements. Not all will be safe or effective for all populations. The
Johnson & Johnson vaccine will require only one dose, but the rest will require
booster shots within a three- or four-week specified period.
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Table 3. Vaccine Manufacturers’ Projected Capacities and Comparisons, 2021
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Priority Recommendations
Your vaccination allocation decisions must prioritize saving the most lives by reducing
transmission as rapidly as possible and protecting those most likely to die if they
become infected. If the public feels the allocation systems are not transparent and
unfairly biased, you will lose critical credibility, threatening your path to herd immunity.

Exhibit 11. U.S. NAM’s Recommended Population Stratification and Vaccine Rollout1

Phase One Allocation Recommendations
Phase One will reach 6% of the population. The first doses should go to those most
at risk of dying if they become infected - those in nursing homes, and elders with
multiple co-morbid risk factors (age, diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease, etc.) and those most likely to catch the disease and spread it to people at the greatest risk
of dying--front-line workers in close contact with the most vulnerable people, especially
in healthcare.
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The ACIP has created three priorities within Phase 1, as shown below. The final CDC
allocation algorithm for Phase 1 is pending.

Exhibit 12. CDC Allocation: ACIP Phase 1 Recommendations

Actions Needed:
Define: You must define your health care professional, long-term care resident, and
essential worker populations, and the most vulnerable populations (over 65 with comorbid conditions) before the vaccine rollout starting December 12. Prepare to submit
your allocation requests to the CDC every day beginning December 11. Defining which
occupations are ‘essential’ may require negotiation.
Rank: Ensure that you have a precise definition and a ranked list of essential workers,
prioritized healthcare workers and your most at risk, elderly eligible populations with
multiple comorbid conditions before vaccine rollout in December, and the 6% of your
people represented in Phase 1 ranked by each intended and allocated recipient’s

name, by January 1, 2021. If this is automated and updated and re-estimated daily,
then you are ready. If it is not, read below and start hiring help now.
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TAKEAWAY: Do not count on the CDC. Be ready every day with your population
stratification linked to a preferred vaccine and mapped to geography and vaccinator
site capability.

Informatics Overview
The systems that jurisdictions currently use for implementing existing vaccines are
designed to provide after-the-fact documentation of the epidemiology of diseases under
control. These systems cannot deliver real-time data to support urgent decision-making
required to manage the COVID crisis.
To implement a broad scale vaccination program in an uncontrolled viral outbreak, you
need real-time data access and governance control across the supply chain. The
scale, speed, and complexity of this program make the key processes inextricably
dependent on informatics and automation. To meet the requirements at the full roll-out
of the vaccine, you will require automated systems support.
Today, you will need a system automating
➢ linking physical flow and the information flow within your jurisdiction
➢ a minimal viable Immunization Information System (IIS) that provides daily
updates of 22 de-identified data elements with the CDC/HHS
By mid-February, your jurisdictions must share data in real-time with the CDC to
ensure you get the supplies you need. To do this, you will need to collect and
aggregate data from your Immunization Information System (IIS) and supply chain
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control tower partners and put it into a common data lake environment in real-time.
We provide specs for the data elements. For automation and AI/ML support systems,
you need machine-readable JSON or FHIR formats from you and your partners.
Ultimately, you will want real-time, single source of the truth, consistently reported
metrics to implement this (and future) vaccination program effectively, and build trust
and unity. Tying your reporting display systems to analytical and forecasting systems
will allow you to cut data and predict needs more accurately to your citizens and
private and public partners.
To get this, you will need:
➢ An accessible, integrated Immunization Information System (IIR).
➢ Dashboards and analytics (including a ‘whack-a-mole’ and locate interface for
leaders)
➢ Analytical and forecasting systems that will allow you to assess the needs more
accurately/granularly and communicate them to your citizens and private and
public partners
➢ Data aggregation and mash-up capabilities
Advanced states will link data sets to Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)
based forecasting and ‘quantum’ computing tools to predict supply and demand and
respond effectively to deviations. We break the functionality spectrum of minimal viable
product to the ultimate system down in greater detail in the following section.
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CDC’s Tiberius
Features required to support the vaccination program fully include end-to-end, closedloop real-time supply and demand data access, aggregation mashup capability,
machine-readable JSON or FHIR format tied to AI/ML, and predictive analytics and
forecasting apps. The CDC’s new Tiberius system will eventually provide this support.
To implement a broad-scale vaccination program during an uncontrolled viral outbreak,
you need a real-time data mash-up to ask new questions and look at data in novel
juxtapositions. Decision-makers will request this capability. Anticipate and be ready with
automated analytics, pre-cut data set, and alternative display options – manual data
extraction and analysis will be labor-intensive, unrepeatable, and error-prone.

You will be receiving extracts from the CDC data lake, which will depend on a timely
data flow from you. Data lakes (and, increasingly, the all-encompassing ecosystems
are known as data fabrics) allow you to move beyond traditional structured data to
look at data objects in different formats from varied sources together, gaining new
insights.
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Data lakes encompass structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data. They are
ideal for a world where data quantities are vast, data of every kind flows in
ceaselessly, and data users are making decisions based on what they trust up-to-theminute data. The diagram below shows a selection of the public feeds supporting C3’s
COVID data lake. This is what a COVID vaccination program needs to support the
highly granular, continually updating data the system runs on. From February to
September of 2021, especially, you will want this capability to optimize your
vaccination program.

Exhibit 13. COVID Data Lake Example

Without feeds, Tiberius and HHS will not incorporate the information you will be
gathering during the early stages of your vaccination implementation program. The data
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you generate, such as viral test results (LIMS/AIMS Platform), will be essential to your
ability to forecast demand and specify vaccinator location shipment quantities. You
should find a way to use this data to your advantage as soon as possible.
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Tiberius Checklist
Speak with the CDC and OWS to understand Tiberius’ capabilities so that you -

1. Know what the Tiberius system’s capabilities are with your data now
2. Know when and where you can optimize your processes using Tiberius
3. Know how your system will have to interface with Tiberius for it to give you
what you need

4. Adjust your processes for the level of automation Tiberius will be able to
provide

5. Have a workable alternative manual or automated system in case Tiberius does
not work
You will want to test exactly what the Tiberius system capabilities are with your data
now so you can supplement any gaps with workarounds for your jurisdiction. Do not
count on Tiberius’ functionality being available to your authority as advertised. Be
especially aware of supply, demand, and allocation information gaps that you need to
communicate and manage vaccine distribution and administration in your jurisdiction.
TAKEAWAY: This will not be a ‘once and done’ environment. Prepare to continually
expand from a minimally viable informatics solution as complete COVID requirements
become known. Make contingency plans now.
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Jurisdiction Informatics
The following chart shows the basic structure of the ‘last mile’ system for which
jurisdictions and their partners are responsible. Note that the solid green boxes are
managed at the local level. The solid blue information boxes (e.g., IZ Gateway Immunization Gateway) are managed at the national level. The Supply Chain is
managed at both through partners in yellow boxes. The Control Tower must roll up
from local to national and back again, as do immunization registries.
The data flow is essential to the timely, precise execution of the physical flow

(vaccines, kits, and so on.). Data aggregation and analysis of the data lake and
jurisdictional data sets are necessary to reveal patterns and trends that will govern
your decision-making.
Exhibit 14. COVID Vaccine Distribution: Physical and Information Flows

How to Read the Linear Sequence in This Diagram
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➢ CDC to Jurisdictions:
▪

CDC Allocation. At the top far left, the CDC receives a batch availability
report from manufacturers. It allocates a quantity to each jurisdiction
every 24 hours based upon a jurisdiction’s demographic and health data
inputs and on-hand their inventory as reported.

▪

National Logistics. The vaccine will be shipped either directly to the
vaccination site or a distribution center, as you have specified.
Kits will be shipped along a different supply chain and aligned with the
amounts and destinations of each vaccine shipment. As we add
additional vaccines, target populations, locations, and business rules,
these systems' complexity and scale rise exponentially. If you are having
trouble keeping up on day one, it will only get worse. Find partners fast.

➢ Allocation to Vaccinator Sites: Each jurisdiction’s allocation system decides
which patients will get these doses. The system can be:
▪

‘Pull’ Self-service: patient (or physician) reports their health and
demographic status and is automatically assigned a ‘draft number,’ which
gives them timeframes for appointments to receive a vaccine and
boosters. Your allocation system rank orders each citizen request.

▪

‘Push’ Assignment system: Your system assigns a vaccine and
appointment based upon data within your network about each patient.
The patient can initiate changes with their doctor.
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▪

Missed Appointments: Both push and pull systems require a sweep
system to pick up anyone the automated system missed and to
reschedule missed or refused appointments and vaccinations. Patients will
access the CDC through a portal and gain information on nearby
vaccinator sites through VaccineFinder.

➢ The Vaccinator site must manage patient scheduling, injections, and follow-up. It
must also manage, report, and forecast inventories, ensure a match of the
vaccine and ancillary vaccine kits, and train and schedule qualified staff.

Qualifying and supplying a high number of vaccinator sites early is critical to
achieving your goal of herd immunity. Establish an efficient standard process to
enroll, contract, train, and activate vaccinator sites. Monitor ramp-up speed.
Exhibit 15. Vaccinator Site Infrastructure Planning and Qualification
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Large multi-jurisdictional providers and pharmacies will be your best chance to scale
vaccinations quickly. To reach targeted patients who do not have easy access to
physical facilities, partner to access them with mobile units. Converting blood-bank
trucks and mobile testing units to vaccinator sites will be your best and fastest way to
reach those in underserved areas.
▪

Advantages of mobile sites
Mobile sites will not take up capacity at hospitals,
are flexible, and can be dedicated just to COVID
vaccinations. They are high throughput, fast

deployment. These will help facilitate adherence at sites like nursing homes and
shelters. Pfizer’s vaccine is best suited for mobile deployment. A mobile ‘bloodmobile’
type fleet of 5000 trucks capable of vaccinating approximately 1200 people per day
from mobile sites could vaccinate the entire U.S. population in about 100 days – the
trick is to dedicate the entire staff, systems, and physical
infrastructure to COVID and to keep the patient volumes
up.
▪

Advantages of fixed sites

Everyone knows where the location is, supporting promotional and awareness
programs. Trained staffing and connected infrastructure are available. The scale of
COVID vaccinations will overwhelm most fixed facilities that provide perhaps ten
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injections per day. As a COVID vaccinator site, they will now have to provide up to
100 injections per hour. Ensure you partner with providers who have built and scaled
the necessary new process and system reporting requirements.
➢ Patients must follow up for booster shots in the right timeframe with the right
vaccine. Serious adverse events must be reported, and serological tracking of
selected patients (see the testing section below) may be required.
➢ Your IIS must track the immunization status of everyone in your jurisdiction.
Without a robust IIS, you will not know where to direct vaccination efforts or
your level of population immunity. You must provide vaccination record
cards/certificates and vaccinations documentation: track no-shows and those who
decline the vaccine. The system should move them down in priority onto a recontact list and notify the non-vaccinated.
➢ Supply Chain Control Tower: Ultimately, the IIS and the Supply Chain Control
Tower are the most critical elements because they link the supply and demand
to provide an end-to-end closed-loop system. Most state systems must still build

critical control tower/IIS links.
▪

The CDC’s Tiberius system is just rolling out and will attempt to provide
some of these connections at the national level.
Still, you must have your own partners and capabilities if you want to
maintain control of the last mile. The control tower allows you to know
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the disposition of every vaccine dose sent (supply), including reporting
supply chain metrics and forecasts and inventory levels.
▪

The partners who help you run the control towers must be technology
integrators who can rapidly link systems, not big distributors who operate
brittle antiquated proprietary systems but know how to move product.
Select a neutral party. Your IIS tells you who received vaccines and who
still needs to get one (demand).
o

The control tower manages and reports supply availability to
quality.

o

The supply chain control tower and the IIS should form a
closed loop that passes information to the CDC/HHS and
other jurisdictions as required.

TAKEAWAY: Partners must have supply chain control towers that you can link to
your IIS.

Systems Functionality to Manage the Last Mile
The major processes managed by jurisdictions are:

1. Vaccine Allocation: Selecting who will be vaccinated, at which vaccinator site,
with which vaccine.
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2. Vaccine Delivery: Ensuring sufficient quantities of the right vaccine are delivered
through a quality-controlled supply chain to the right vaccinator site.

3. Vaccination Administration: Schedule and vaccinate each person in your
jurisdiction, including booster shots. Issue Vaccination Certificates and report the
adverse event and de-identified patient data within 24 hours of each
administration.
The spectrum of automation to support these processes is outlined from Minimal
Viable Product to Ultimate System in the following exhibits. There are 30 critical areas
of process support required. If you do not fulfill minimum viable product requirements,
begin hiring or find and select product solutions or outsourcing partners now. If these
processes become overwhelmed, your jurisdiction will face excessive mortality through
September of 2021.
Vaccine Allocation

Forecasting demand—A Viral ‘Weather Map’
The CDC will generate a demand forecast using broad demographic and health data
but will expect you to incorporate hospital (HHS) COVID, test, and behavioral data you
generate locally to make your forecasts increasingly precise. The more testing data
you can generate, the better, and the more frequently, the better.
A health-based allocation system can reduce mortality by up to 8x compared to
random or market-based allocations early in introducing a vaccine. The more
accurately you can forecast, the more likely you will be to have the supplies you need
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when you need them, and the better you can manage expectations to retain public
trust and funding.

Table 4. Vaccine Allocation: Weather Map Minimum Viable Product to Ultimate System Functionality
Spectrum
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Managing Supply
The number of vaccines to allocate, each having different supply levels, dosing,
efficacy/safety profiles, and business rules, will make allocations increasingly
complicated during 2021. At rollout and until the end of April 2021, the challenge will
be allocating the constrained supply.
Starting in February 2021, the primary challenge will be managing complexity as more
manufacturers come online – likely seven by June 2021. By June, decisions will need
to balance efficacy vs. price vs. availability as supply constraints are lifted, and the
free market opens.
From June to early 2022, allocations from OWS deals will phase out and be replaced
by free markets. Watch for price escalations in the second half of 2021, and then a
return to lower prices in 2022 as supply exceeds demand in the U.S. Once a free
market is established, your challenge will be to give priority to those who most need
the vaccine, not those who are most able to pay. Jurisdictions may need to underwrite
these costs for some susceptible populations that prevent you from otherwise reaching
herd immunity.
Early decisions may have a permanent impact on your budget. It may be difficult to
switch from early high cost to later low-cost vaccines if on-going booster shots are
required. Pfizer and Moderna allocations, after other safe, effective alternatives become
available, may prove costly in the long run if booster shots are regularly required.
Population Stratification
Where are the groups of people you want to protect, based on your policy?
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Your ability to direct the vaccines to the populations who need them most depends
upon your creation of an allocation system customized to your jurisdiction’s health
policy. The CDC will send their best attempt, but their information about your
population is not nearly granular enough to meet your needs.
Nor will any systems you currently have in place to connect your population health
data to supply chain information in real-time. This is critical to directing the vaccines
and ancillary kits to the vaccinator sites where they are most needed. This is
necessary to keep mortality rates from rising.
You will need population health systems that use demographic data to stratify the
population by factors that determine their vaccination priority based upon their
employment, exposure risk, transmission risk, and risk of dying from COVID. In
December, you must be able to stratify your jurisdiction population:
➢ By age
➢ By job type (essential workers)
➢ By health risk (number and type of co-morbid conditions)
➢ By residence type (geography and inability to distance)
Suppose there are significant safety concerns in some populations. In that case, your
allocation systems must be able to sift the affected phase 1, 2, and 3 people out of
the prioritized mix until a suitable replacement vaccine is found and then add them
back into the mix.
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Some populations, such as the 5% of your population that is immunocompromised, will
only be able to tolerate tuned viral sub-protein technologies vaccines such as those
being developed by Novavax and Sanofi. Children under 12 are likely to be the last
major population to be vaccinated by the first generation of vaccines.
Some vaccines will only be approved for certain populations. For example,
AstraZeneca will likely only receive an EUA for people under 55 years of age initially.
Make sure you can adjust your allocation system to prioritize allocations to those
under 55.
Data fabric solutions can upgrade existing data element formats to be machinereadable. You will need this capability to run advanced analytical toolsets (like AI/Ml
based ranking/queuing or supply and demand forecasting) effectively. Suppose specific
vaccines must be directed to specific populations due to safety, efficacy, booster, or
pricing considerations. In that case, this becomes challenging to do manually at the
speed, accuracy, and scale you will need when vaccinating up to 1% of your
population per day.
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Table 5. Vaccine Allocation: Population Stratification Minimum Viable Product to Ultimate System
Functionality Spectrum

Your Jurisdiction Allocation System will need to make individual vaccination
assignments and route doses to vaccination sites to stock them accurately.
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Table 6. Vaccine Allocation System: Minimum Viable Product to Ultimate System Functionality Spectrum

Vaccine delivery
You will want to track/confirm that the shipments are delivered to the intended sites in
the intended quantities through a chain of custody. Your network will also want to
track the quality of the vaccine and whether it was handled appropriately.
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Table 7. Vaccine Delivery Management:

Minimum Viable Product to Ultimate System Functionality

Spectrum

Vaccination Administration
You will want to track these data sets to confirm that the right vaccines and kits are
available at the proper vaccination site in the right quantities with the right capabilities
to serve the populations targeted and scheduled.
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Table 8a. Vaccine Administration Management:

Minimum Viable Product to Ultimate System Functionality

Spectrum

Patient Vaccination
These functions track and document which patient received which vaccine, when, and
where.
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Table 8b. Patient Vaccination Management:

Minimum Viable Product to Ultimate System Functionality

Spectrum

The Data to Manage the Last Mile
Data latency will be a critical factor in gaining control of the virus in your jurisdiction.
Work with partners and supply data to the CDC and your staff in real time. Avoid
batching and post entry quality assurance processes. Real-time aggregation and
availability of high quality, machine readable data is your goal. Stop using unshared
spreadsheets to drive your operations. Strive to attain a single source of the truth
data base for your jurisdiction.
HIPAA compliance and security of you and your business associate’s data will be
critical. Select partners based on their ability to comply to highest standards
throughout the networks you create. No identified data is stored in the data lake.
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Table 9 (below) lists the 22 data elements managed by your IIS for each patient
vaccinated. This includes those required to be consumable within 24 hours of vaccine
administration through the CDC’s IZ gateway or directly to the CDC data lake. The
mass vaccination category will likely require a system enhancement of your current IIS,
while standard categories should not.
If you do not provide these data elements or the information is insufficiently ingestible,
curated, or harmonized, you will sub-optimize your allocations and vaccine operations
that depend upon the CDC/HHS.
We recommend that you expand your IIS beyond the minimum to include as many of
these recommended data elements as possible, quickly. If you do not, you will not be
able to control the vaccine's distribution in your jurisdiction effectively. For example,
initial allocation programs will be allocating vaccines based on comorbidities in your
populations. Comorbidity is a minimum element.
It is preferable to support multiple comorbidities reporting to stratify populations more
precisely to get your fair share of allocations and direct them appropriately.
Additionally, you will want your jurisdiction’s priority group that each patient belongs to
as a tracked element so you can quickly determine what vulnerable populations remain
unvaccinated at any point in time. Being able to categorize vaccinator sites by
capabilities/capacities (i.e., -70oC cold chain capable) and shipping preferences (IE,
direct from manufacturer) will greatly improve your ability to meet allocation distribution
requirements. Missed or refused vaccines, if unmanaged, can affect your ability to
judge levels of immunity in your communities, which is a critical public health
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measurement. Finally, whether a vaccine has limited durability and when to provide
boosters may not be manageable without serology results in your population.
We strongly encourage you to add the recommended data elements now. It will be
expensive to upgrade later when data sets get large.
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Table 9. IIS Managed Elements Required by the CDC and Recommended for Mass Vaccinations7

*Identifiable data not stored in the CDC Data Lake
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Note the importance of re-scheduling those who are high priority but who miss their
first vaccination, do not receive their booster or reject being vaccinated initially.
Your jurisdiction’s allocation system must flag these people and re-insert them at the
head of your queue.
Suppose you do not make this regular, rapid (daily) re-queuing and reranking/scheduling adjustment to your allocation system. In that case, your jurisdiction
could suffer up to double the mortality rate during the six months from February until
September 2021 or longer.
Additionally, up to half of the populations in your jurisdictions may reject the vaccine.
Your allocation and communication systems must anticipate this and adjust individual
rankings of vaccine appointments accordingly.
KEY TAKEAWAY: Automate manual and batch processes asap. Access speed to
clean, secure, granular data sets will be valued/demanded.

Communications
Operations Collaboration
The scale and speed demanded by this rollout will require systems to facilitate mass
communications. Within your jurisdiction, interdepartmental coordination will be required,
as well as coordination with local governments and with your private-sector partners
who will be providing you critical information. Such suppliers may be working for you
or working with you but contracted by the Federal Government or another jurisdiction.
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The systems of any partners will have been designed to support pre-COVID operations
and, therefore, need significant upgrading. Be advised that ‘sneaker nets’ will not
scale; they will frustrate all users and lead to excess deaths.
You will also need regional cooperation with adjoining jurisdictions since the virus
works across borders, and your fate is intertwined with your neighbors’ fates.
Get to know the critical people in your broader network early and pressure test key
operations before you scale.

Table 10. Critical Stakeholder System Automation Efficiencies

Public-Facing

‘Vaccination is Vital!’ Campaign
The vaccination program's goal is to vaccinate sufficient numbers of people to achieve
herd immunity, defeat COVID, and return to normalcy. The vaccination program’s
success relies upon the compliance of the public.
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You will first have to explain why the vaccine is safe and important for them to take,
so they are more likely to comply. You will then have to explain where and how they
will get vaccinated so that they can comply. Underlying both of these efforts, you will
want to engender public support for your ability to implement this massive feat. Once
mass vaccination is complete, you will need your credibility built with the public to gain
the support required to continue the on-going testing, immunization, and PPE programs
to maintain herd immunity to COVID beyond 2022 and fight the next pandemics.
At present, a majority of Americans express some degree of aversion to receiving a
COVID vaccination. Achieving herd immunity will require persuading between 70% and
85% of the population to get vaccinated. Overcoming this aversion will be critical to
gaining control over the virus and gaining economic, health, and social normalcy. An
adherence campaign will be necessary and difficult.

Exhibit 16. Adoption Rate Factors

The current level of resistance to the COVID-19 vaccine means that vaccinations'
projected levels will not be sufficient to reach herd immunity, even if the vaccine were
100 percent effective. The high adoption rate can only be achieved by building trust.
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Exhibit 17. U.S. Herd Immunity Projections, 2021

Following is an exhibit of the vaccine-averse population segments with notes about
messages, delivery, and media for each.

Exhibit 18. Vaccine-Averse Population Segments
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The public information program will need several layers.
➢ To everyone:
▪

choose vaccination over vacillation

▪

basic vaccination logistical information — what, where, when, how

➢ Layered messaging:
▪

Nationwide messaging from the Federal Government: the vaccine is safe and
effective, so take it – schedule a vaccine

▪

State/Jurisdiction level messaging: here’s how we’ll do it in this jurisdiction –
find your convenient location

▪

Local-level messaging: Come to Walgreens; the mobile truck is coming to

you. Why this vaccine program is best for you and your people. Appointment
reminder programs. Community storytelling.
▪

Individual and targeted population messaging: Find spokespeople and
ambassadors. Gain influencers' support on social media to tell stories, which
persuade more effectively than data and statistics. Measure net promoter
scores. Create ‘I got vaccinated’ programs like ‘I voted’ programs. Target
populations directly and provide translation support.

To get the adoption levels needed will require a carefully tested targeted messaging
campaign to these segments of resisters. It may even require monitoring and
counteracting misinformation. This will likely be most effective if done by regions or
jurisdictions, coordinated with federal efforts. Have a jurisdiction budget for an agency,
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opinion surveys, market segmentation, message development, testing, and purchased
and earned media. Without it, you will be flying blind and be slow to reach economic,
social, and health normalcy.
Even if we convince the targeted sceptics and cultural resisters to take the vaccine,
angry disbelievers and anti-vaxxer populations will remain unvaccinated. Only 75
percent of the population is projected to be protected by vaccines or prior recent
infections. For COVID, 75 percent is likely still insufficient for most jurisdictions to
reach herd immunity. Eighty-five percent is likely needed for protection levels that
prevent outbreaks.
Significant pockets of unvaccinated populations will remain a reservoir and source of
outbreaks of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. This last ten percent will only be achieved in the
short term with an employer and school mandates. Without these mandates or targeted
jurisdictional socioeconomic incentive programs, many extra years will be needed to
reach full economic, social, and health normalcy.

Logistics Communication
Communications will be needed to explain where and how targeted, and general
populations will receive their vaccinations to comply. Coordination with your vaccinator
sites, major providers, and the CDC can support these efforts

CDC Support
The CDC will offer limited, general communication support for jurisdictions to use with
key stakeholder audiences. Planned vehicles include:
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▪

Communication, educational and training materials about COVID-19 vaccination
provider enrolment, COVID-19 vaccine ordering, COVID-19 vaccine storage,
handling, administration (i.e., mixing with diluent, vaccine administration training)
will be available to supply chain partners in a variety of formats.

▪

The national COVID19 VaccineFinder system will provide the public with phone
contact and locations of fixed vaccinator sites. VaccineFinder is not dedicated to
COVID support and will not include which vaccines are available where or
when.

▪

A public-facing CDC website is currently under development. Planned
functionality includes a screening tool on the CDC website to help people
determine their eligibility for the COVID-19 vaccine and direct them to
VaccineFinder.

Local Support
Jurisdictions and tribal organizations will need to expand and tailor messaging and
resources specific to special populations in their communities. Call Center support will
be needed to guide patients and providers through eligibility and scheduling processes.
Adverse event tracking and a booster shot support will also be needed. As vaccine
product options increase, patients will be assigned vaccines and need guidance on
where and when those vaccines are available.
Every jurisdiction should have escalation processes and develop crisis management
plans in advance of the vaccination roll-out based on pre-run scenarios. Speed of
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execution to prioritized groups (be first!) and consistent message management through
qualified, assigned spokespeople can save lives if problems arise.

Personal Support Vision
A mobile personal decision support and vaccination certification app, like the one
pictured below, would help ensure that those interested in vaccination could receive
one and would have a record of the vaccination if needed to avoid quarantining in
other jurisdictions or countries otherwise requiring it.
Features of personal vaccinator support tools that increase vaccination rates
significantly include
▪

Creating a calendaring function, including an easy way to reschedule, improves
flu vaccination rates by 36 percent.

▪

Text message reminders can increase flu shot appointment adherence by ten
percent.

▪

Personalized phrasing and timing of reminder messages improve appointment
follow-through by another 12 percent.

See the following example (Exhibit 19). The WHO is specifying an international
certification tool like this for release in the March timeframe. These metrics roll up to
the dashboard at the jurisdictional level ‘Metrics’ section described earlier.
A single source of truth on any device anytime, anywhere: visibility, alerts, analytics,
and actionable intelligence.
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Exhibit 19. Personal Vaccine Planning App, Example

TAKEAWAY: We will not achieve herd immunity unless the vaccine is accompanied by
active promotion and support programs. To achieve herd immunity in the short term,
mandates will be required. Education and PSA's are insufficient.
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Implementation Decisions
Decisions you need to make, which will determine staffing and budget:
➢ Make or buy a solution
➢ How much to automate versus how much to staff

People
Vaccine ramp-up must now move from the planning mode to the execution mode. This
will be a massive effort. Responding to a novel virus using old methods will not likely
work. Do not merely expand existing HHS roles to cover the COVID program. They
already are deployed full time in other areas.
Appoint a COVID Czar to oversee a dedicated COVID vaccine team comprised of your
best HHS people. The organizational structure below highlights our recommendations
for 2021.
▪

Your Operations Head will have a key role, so hire well. Their Monitoring and
Planning staff overseeing the Supply Chain, Allocation Management, and
Vaccination Administration processes must have a dedicated COVID team.
Overstaff this team through June 2021

▪

Informatics, epidemiology, legal/policy, financial, and human resource
professionals may have a matrixed or dedicated role. The more automated your
operations are, the more likely these roles can be shared services rather than
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dedicated. Smaller, less complex jurisdictions also may successful with fewer
shared resources.

▪

Other key roles:
o

A Program Management Office is responsible for delivering ad hoc
projects. The PMO is there to help cut through bureaucracy, coordinate
resources and deliver when temporary dedicated operations or surge
support is required

o

Marketing/Communications is responsible for maintaining the public trust
and engaging with the public to get sufficient populations vaccinated to
achieve herd immunity.

▪

Engaging key stakeholders locally to ensure the patient experience is managed
is supported with societal, scientific, economic, and health expert task forces
and public/private partnerships. This reports to a temporary COVID Czar who is
empowered and budgeted directly by the Governor.
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▪

As task force and COVID operations infrastructure build, look for opportunities
to establish expanded permanent solutions. This will allow you to leverage the
2021 effort to manage COVID and other pandemics more effectively in the
future.

Exhibit 20. Recommended COVID HHS Execution Organization Chart

Your staff support infrastructure must be upgraded to prevent staff burn-out and illness.
Specifically,
▪

Ensure your employees can work remotely with proper IT support (e.g., ‘Zoom,’
and no more faxing, remote upgrade, break-fix, and help desk capabilities),
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▪

Retrofit your facilities’ systems (e.g., HEPA ventilation, cleaning, and office
layout/distancing),

▪

Change dangerous staffing policies (e.g., reduce in-office requirements, deploy
dedicated ‘bubbled’ teams, stagger employee entry, hire remote services),

▪

Deploy new COVID processes (e.g., reduce required physical presence like
inked signatures and shared equipment, increase site-based COVID surveillance
testing).

You do not want to lose already stretched staff because of a COVID outbreak in your
organization.
The number and types of people you will need to staff this program will depend upon
the extent of your investment in the IT systems to support it. If your systems can
automate personnel intensive activities (like Call Center support), you may not have to
hire as many people as other jurisdictions.
Following are the kind of productivity gains to explore with improved system
investments.
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Table 11. Productivity Gains with and Without System Investments

Supplementing critical capacity and skill gaps may be necessary as the vaccination
program rolls out. Project where your jurisdiction’s critical gaps and bottlenecks are
and hire or partner now, so you are ready. Do not lose momentum halfway through
due to capacity constraints. You can broaden initial staff augmentation programs with
full public/private partnership models as relationships and needs grow.
Following is a table of likely start-up staffing constraints and some sources of partners
and talent.
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Table 12: Staffing Constraints and Talent Sources

TAKEAWAY: You need a dedicated covid team led by an empowered leader
throughout 2021. Do not simply assign current staff to covid with no backfill or new
hiring.

Public/Private Partnerships
The scale, speed, and complexity challenges of this pandemic will overwhelm your
current internal capabilities and current go-to partnerships in some areas of your
critical vaccination program. Pressure-test the capacities of your existing operations
now to see where capacity bottlenecks and skill/capability gaps are likely to occur.
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Don’t become an overwhelmed victim or burn out your team. If you anticipate and fill
gaps now, you can organize your partners before competition between jurisdictions for
talent heats up in January.
You have make/buy/partnering decisions to make. Weigh the efforts to develop and
maintain these new vaccination processes and tools with partnering options based on
your starting point and available resources. Information technologies reduce the need
to scale up your labor force in proportion to workload; if you don’t have adequate
informatics automation, you will need to hire people to do more things manually.
Without adequate data flow, physical systems must become much more agile and
resilient; expect to fight fires. Automation works 24 hours a day and makes fewer
errors but requires an up-front investment, whereas people can be added relatively
rapidly and incrementally. The optimal solution mix will vary by jurisdiction, starting
point, budget, and complexity.
Each jurisdiction has some unique needs and requires unique methods, but maximum
feasible conformity in data handling will be highly beneficial. If the CDC/HHS, another
jurisdiction, or a private partner claims they can act faster and better than you can,
make them prove it and then consider using their support to speed you along with
greater impact at lower overall costs.
Two assessments will drive make/buy/partner decisions: your capacity and your
capability. Assess accurately, early, and frequently how you are doing vs. plan. If you
plan to make your solution, hire now to plug gaps. If you buy a solution, decide if you
need a solution patch or to outsource a complete piece of the process.
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Broadly, there are two ways to approach the partnerships: best-of-breed or an
integrated/general contractor partnership.
➢ Best-of-breed. This is typically used when you are looking for individual point
expertise to plug gaps. If you feel that you have a good solution mostly in
place and that the big pieces are functional, but a few critical areas need
additional capacity or skills, find a few experts to fit into your program and plug
the gaps.
➢ Integrated, general contractor. This strategy works best when many new
operations must work together in concert, and you need to move fast and are
capacity constrained. Most states will need an integrated approach because so
many diverse, unintegrated operations must be deployed in new ways to defeat
a new virus.

Best of Breed
Proven general contractors will offer established methods to ensure clear program
visibility among all players. Ensure they bring your team along or will not be able to
take back operations if you are unable to grow internal skills. Ensure contractors are
scaled to provide the capacity to ensure operational effectiveness and issue resolution
as you fight the virus on the fly. Independent general contractors can harmonize
collaboration among all stakeholders, public and private. They can also help you lead
and communicate.
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Many jurisdictions will be tempted to outsource. Like call centers or cloud services,
selected areas can be established quickly and are designed for the surge support you
need. For small severable operations, outsourcing options can offer capacity.
Unless you extend a well-established long-term relationship, outsourcing the entire
vaccination operation in such a rapidly changing environment is likely too ambitious:
the change requests will be overwhelming and costly.
The biggest area of opportunity to partner is with the CDC and with the supply chain
control tower.
➢ CDC: You have an established relationship – cultivate it. Pressure test CDC
solutions offered before you rely on them in your planning. The CDC/HHS may
offer significant support, but have and work a Plan B.
➢ Control Tower: The supply chain control tower is best performed by an
integrator, not a ‘high tech’ product company or a single distributor who relies
on proprietary systems that are difficult to link to and excludes competitors by
design.

Integrator
Your selection criteria for a strong integrator should include ➢ End-to-end deep healthcare supply chain skills. The general contractor should
have established relationships with the major players to offer immediate capacity
and a flexible partnership that pulls several competitors together to create a
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strong, connected virtual environment. As the general contractor, they must have
experience operating under HIPAA and healthcare regulations.
➢ Proven implementation capabilities and scale. They must have sufficient
capacity to support you through project completion, defined as stable herd
immunity and systems in place to sustain it.
➢ Established methodologies. Good general contractors/integrators deploy
methodologies that engage all of the constituent solution providers. Goals are
established, scope and roles are clear, issues are prioritized, and decisions are
streamlined. Program milestones and KPI’s allow you to measure progress
against your goals and contract. General contractor reputation is not enough:
the actual team matters. Select it from among the general contractor’s
suggestions yourself.
➢ Deep Information systems capabilities. Much of your success depends on
aggregating real-time data, scaling and automating operations, information
sharing, and reporting. Your general contractor must have these capabilities on
day one, or you will fall behind. Many offer libraries of proven, pre-built
informatics solutions that can accelerate the design, implementation, and
integration of solutions.
➢ Skin in the game. Pay-for-performance and shared risks help align and focus
the general contractor and their partners. This program will need to go fast, so
contractual speed-to-value, incentives, and exit clauses matter.
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Ensure the contract is fair to avoid accusations of playing favorites after gaining
control of the pandemic next year.
TAKEAWAY: Partnerships can provide speed and scale faster, better, cheaper if you
select and manage them well.

Punchlist 1:Vaccine Allocation and Administration

1. Pilot and pressure test vaccine allocation, supply, and administration processes
before you must ramp up to a large scale. Actively seek gaps and bottlenecks
now.
2. Establish, monitor, and assign personnel accountabilities for cascading process
performance metrics. Continually assess your capabilities and capacities.
Regularly update performance metrics and targets as the operations ramps up,
and priorities shift. Staff a ‘whack-a-mole’ reporting capability for your leaders.
3. Establish your minimally viable informatics support requirements. IIS, registry,
allocation, and order tracking systems must be available on day one.
4. Assess where you are and where you will need to be to achieve scale (I.E.,
1% of your population being vaccinated every day) in the 30 core functionality
goals along with the MVP to Ultimate continuum tables provided.
5. Support the required 22 (and the seven recommended) data elements provided
on day one.
6. Select partners that know healthcare requirements and enable you to rapidly,
seamlessly, and securely share their supply chain data with your IIS.
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7. Continuously improve data latency, security/compliance, aggregation, integration
and quality levels across your network. Initiate a single source of COVID truth
program
8. Get as many vaccinator sites enrolled, qualified, operating, and integrated as
you can as early as possible. Monitor this key performance metric. Have a
mobile vaccinator site capability and engage large pharmacy chains to scale
fast.
9. Hire, budget, and empower a public-facing COVID Czar for your jurisdiction for
2021. Staff a dedicated, full-time COVID execution team of your best people.
Over-staff for contingencies through mid-2021. There is no priority greater in
public health today than defeating COVID.
10. Change policies, facilities and processes to enable remote working of your
team.
11. Establish a COVID Program Management Office. Be proactive. Anticipate, gap
fill, pressure test, and then expand into risk-sharing public/private partnerships to
meet the scale and speed goals by March.
12. Tie marketing/communication campaign goals and performance metrics directly
to achieved vaccination levels. Target 85% immunity levels to achieve your
‘return to normal’ goals.
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Conclusion
OWS has directly purchased sufficient doses and has guaranteed options on additional
doses to vaccinate every American four times today. We will have a sufficient vaccine
supply.
To be successful, you need best practices and data from sources beyond your
jurisdiction’s boundaries that are shared with you in real-time through the CDC/HHS for
this and the next pandemic. You will want to strive for more granularity, speed
continually, and accuracy of your critical demographic and health actual and projected
data.
It will be important to make it available in secure, HIPAA compliant, machine-readable,
open formats to other jurisdictions, your partners, and the federal government.
Optimizing the last mile of vaccine distribution and administration will save lives, gain
the public's trust, and return your jurisdiction’s economy, social balance, and economy
to normalcy faster.
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Part Three
Monitor, Maintain, and Improve
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Part Three: Monitor, Maintain, and Improve
Before mass vaccination and through April of 2020, the U.S. will continue to have
1,000 to 3,000 deaths per day due to COVID. In early to mid-January, hospitals in
your jurisdiction may be overwhelmed. Without countermeasures recommended in Part
One of this Roadmap to slow the spread, some jurisdictions will not peak until March
2021.
Vaccines will be the medical backstop we need to bring the virus under control. We
cannot rely upon them alone, however, to end the pandemic. The viral prevalence is
so high, the vaccine is so new, and the logistics so complicated that we face a long
tail of uncertainties on our way to herd immunity through vaccination. Jurisdictions
should hope to achieve and maintain herd immunity through vaccines but prepare for a
continued requirement for PPE and testing.
During mass vaccination, you will need to protect those who have not been vaccinated
or are waiting for their second dose 21 to 28 days after the first. Even if Johnson &
Johnson’s one-dose regimen is granted FDA EUA in February 2021, at most, about
ten percent will have access to it under OWS distribution through September. The rest
will need a second dose.

Testing: Our Backstop for Issues with the Vaccination Program
A robust testing program will remain critical to public health throughout the vaccination
program to obtain and then retain herd immunity. The vaccines are new, and efficacy,
safety, and durability are still being assessed.
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Additionally, while we hope the vaccination implementation will be flawless, challenges
are significant, and unknowns remain. We have identified five scenarios that could
raise the hurdle to achieve herd immunity. Testing will be required to mitigate the risk
of these scenarios. Two types will be needed:
➢ Antigen testing, which detects active viral infection, will continue to be vital if
we cannot vaccinate as many people as planned. You need these tests to
localize COVID and direct vaccines and other interventions to achieve herd
immunity more efficiently. This will need to be done in conjunction with
isolation/quarantine programs. Even as certain areas come under control,
antigen testing is needed to prevent best-predicted future spread and hotspots.
➢ Antibody, or serology testing, measures antibodies' levels in the blood of those
who have previously been infected by or vaccinated for COVID. Serology testing
is critical in measuring the durability of vaccines. It will be imperative if the
vaccines are not as effective or as durable as projected.
The following describes scenarios that will be backstopped by antigen testing and
those that will be backstopped by serology testing.
Scenarios Backstopped by Antigen Testing
➢ Lower or Variable Vaccine Safety. If significant populations are allergic or have
other adverse events, they may be unable to take the first generation of
vaccines. Combining a small proportion of people who cannot take the vaccine
with the large population that is unwilling to accept the vaccine in 2021 will
make it very difficult to achieve herd immunity. This may continue to pose a
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significant health risk for some jurisdictions into 2022 and beyond, especially if
the vaccines only reduce symptoms and do not reduce transmission of COVID.
If vaccine safety issues arise, EUA’s can be withdrawn, and more clinical trials
can be required before the FDA grants general use approvals. Testing and
isolation can protect vulnerable populations in this scenario.
➢ Delays in Vaccine Roll-out. Vaccine manufacture, delivery, approvals, and
vaccination administration all may be delayed for several reasons.
o

The raw material supplies for vaccines, vaccine manufacturing yields, and
kit materials are highly constrained and must meet an unprecedented
scale-up schedule.

o

The cold chain requirements for the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines (about
half of your likely vaccines through April) are very challenging, and
wastage may be high, delaying rollout.

o

Adverse events can delay FDA approvals, and vaccination and
informatics challenges abound (see Section Two), which could cause
suboptimal or delayed rollouts of six months or more.

Testing can direct limited vaccines more precisely under this scenario.
➢ Continued Public Resistance to Vaccinations. If only fifty percent of the
population in your jurisdiction takes the vaccine, you will not reach herd
immunity – ever. Testing and isolation are required to protect vulnerable
populations under this scenario.
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Monitor these factors actively and have early detection metrics that allow you to
assess whether these negative scenarios are occurring in advance. Since COVID is a
global issue, once other countries begin to realize and respond to delays, competition
for alternative solutions and workarounds will be fierce, extending the need for testing.

Isolation Programs go hand-in-hand with antigen testing
People who test positive need to be able to isolate to avoid spreading COVID
effectively. Upon identifying all people infected with COVID, many cannot distance
effectively due to their proximity to others in their living space. The actual demand for
isolating is not known because we do not monitor test results. SARS-CoV-2 is longlived and can remain infectious for up to 14 days (10 days post-symptom), so isolating
the infected is critical.
Isolation methods must be consistently enforced throughout a jurisdiction, or you will
be unable to prevent disease spread through your communities. Lease and make
available significant isolation capacity this winter. Jurisdictions must coordinate the
building or acquisition of inexpensive isolation housing – especially in the inner city and
lower-income populations.
Budget to allow isolating every person who has tested positive for the virus who
cannot otherwise distance others. Gain funding to offer stimulus support. Guarantee
occupancy rates for isolation wards by pre-paying for rooms at hotel and business
facilities operating at low occupancy rates. Ensure that the ill receive income while in
isolation. Without these measures, the sick will spread disease uncontrollably until
vaccines, and infection-induced immunity levels are over 75 percent. The economic
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benefits of achieving herd immunity faster due to effective testing and isolation will
significantly outweigh the costs.
TAKEAWAY: Antigen testing and isolation can backstop a vaccine that does not reach
herd immunity levels of vaccination in populations

Scenarios Backstopped by Serology Testing
Testing levels of neutralizing antibodies can backstop a vaccine under the following
scenarios:
➢ Lower or Variable Vaccine Effectiveness. The vaccine may not be as effective
as we believe for selected populations, including ethnic groups or those with
specific health conditions. Monitoring for effectiveness in populations with
serology testing may be required to schedule booster shots appropriately.
➢ Lower or Variable Vaccine Durability. If vaccines wane over time and boosters
are not provided, then COVID could re-emerge with a vengeance. Again,
serology testing to measure immunogenicity levels in the population and
schedule booster shots appropriately may be required.
Vaccine durability is a critical remaining question. If the COVID vaccines confer
immunity for only one year as infections do for many circulating Coronaviruses, then
we must do 2021-like vaccination programs every year on a regular schedule. Annual
vaccine campaigns will require a permanent COVID vaccine infrastructure in every
jurisdiction. Worse, if a vaccine’s durability is variable among populations, then
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vaccinated individuals will require regular serology testing to determine when they need
a vaccine booster shot.

Leverage Vaccine Kit Supply Chain
As with antigen testing, the infrastructure needed to deploy serology testing rapidly can
inexpensively piggyback on the vaccination delivery and systems infrastructure we
create for COVID. This is diagrammed in the figure below.

Exhibit 21. Diagnostic and Vaccine Distribution Synergies

The serology test kits are assembled by the same distribution partners, packed with
the vaccinator kits, and delivered to the same vaccinator sites and the vaccine supply
chain network. With the vaccination, each patient is given a discharge. A nurse
answers questions, provides a vaccination tracking card, a booster schedule card, and
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a pamphlet about the vaccine, including contact instructions to report adverse events.
A serology home test kit can be given with instructions to monitor the vaccine's
durability at this discharge.
Bioscience’s test is the preferred serology test. At specified intervals, the vaccinated
individual pricks their finger at home and puts a spot of blood on a test paper. The
test paper is sent to a central lab and tested for neutralizing antibody levels. The
antibody levels then indicate whether the vaccinated remains immune from COVID or
whether a booster shot is needed. At a population level, a jurisdiction can then
monitor its level of immunity across the entire community to assess risks and make
policy.
The neutralizing antibody levels are likely to decline over time. The FDA will assign
each manufacturer to conduct studies on the speed of the decline in various
populations. Your support in conducting the observational studies among those you
have vaccinated is needed. Interfacing with established programs like FDA’s Sentinel
and BEST programs and the CDC Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) system may be
mutually beneficial.
Monitoring vaccine waning will be critical in keeping the virus from spreading. The
current CDC guidelines list serology test results as an optional data element; we
strongly recommend that your IIS supports and maintains it.
TAKEAWAY: Serology testing can backstop a vaccine whose durability or efficacy in
populations threatens herd immunity
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Setting Expectations
It will be important to monitor the achievement of three levels of absolute normalcy in
your jurisdiction’s populations – economic normalcy, social normalcy, and health
normalcy.

Exhibit 22. Normalcy Targets: Health, Social, and Economic

1. Economic normalcy is likely to be your first achievable goal. At first, it will be
imperfect:
➢ people in some population segments will require an extended financial safety
net;
➢ local governments will not have the tax revenues needed to keep critical
services open throughout the pandemic; and
➢ businesses in some sectors will still be disadvantaged.
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But it should be possible to restore nearly all economic activity with
combinations of vaccines and non-vaccine interventions for most jurisdictions in
2022. Recovery will take time, after what will probably turn out to be well over
20 trillion dollars in total damage to our national economy. Increasing supply
chain resiliency and targeted infrastructure programs will accelerate your
jurisdiction’s path to economic normalcy.
Congress and State legislatures must help citizens and businesses survive until
the vaccinations allow the high touch service and public sectors to come on
stream. To prevent extensive permanent economic scarring, they need to act
magnanimously now. Escalate jurisdictional lobbying of the CDC/HHS and
Congress for funds and policy enablement during this critical period.

2. Health normalcy, when achieved, will also be a ‘new normal,’ not the old
normal. The SARS CoV-2 virus is in our world to stay. Even with an effective,
broadly taken vaccine, health normalcy may mean a period when COVID-19 is
still killing as many as 100,000 U.S. citizens steadily over a year. But it will be
no longer capable of suddenly re-erupting uncontrollably to threaten millions and
overwhelming our hospitals nationally. You will still have many people suffering
long-haul consequences and PTSD, some people who can’t tolerate vaccines
and need other protections. An uneasy relationship with the rest of the world
may continue since gaining global control of the virus will be a long process.
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The new health normalcy will also include a stand-by defense against the next
pandemic. Every household will want to have masks in reserve along with other
emergency supplies. Remote telehealth infrastructures, organizations and
reimbursement will change patient/physician relationships. New medicine and
testing technologies enabled and scaled by COVID will expand into new areas
of medicine. Home health treatment (e.g., infusion, remote monitoring) and
testing infrastructures will grow to treat patients better, faster, cheaper.

3. Social normalcy, in which most people enjoy normal-feeling social lives again
and are no longer living under a cloud of COVID anxiety, will take the longest.
Social normalcy will arrive differentially: some people will shake off much of
their anxiety pretty quickly once vaccinated, and it is safe to go back to face-toface interactions. Others who have suffered disproportionate health and
economic dislocations will struggle to find social normalcy. The loved ones of
the hundreds of thousands of dead will carry the scars for the rest of their
lives. The consequences for ‘COVID children’ as they grow up are unknown, but
there will probably be a detectable statistical shadow on their cohort. Social
normalcy was already strained before the pandemic's advent by issues such as
climate, racial justice, and political polarization. COVID exacerbated these tears
in our social fabric that well-targeted jurisdictional programs can help repair.
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Punchlist 3
Monitor, Maintain, and Improve
1. Establish antigen and serology surveillance testing programs immediately.
2. Expand to ubiquitous home antigen testing programs when home test EUA’s
and manufacturing ramp-up occurs.
3. Expand serology testing with the vaccine roll-out to monitor the durability and
true immunity levels in the populations.
4. Expand telemedicine, home health and testing reimbursement, staffing and
infrastructure to permanently lower costs and improve outcomes
5. Ramp up congressional and CDC/HHS lobbying to fund critical targeted health
and socio-economic programs and enable post-COVID policy now before
scarring becomes permanent.
6. Build your business case and budget to execute this 2021 playbook. Initiate
and communicate your monitoring dashboards now.

Conclusion
We have underestimated this virus in 2020. This is the start of a new and more
hopeful phase of our battle to defeat COVID, but it will require an unprecedented
effort. Despite revolutionary vaccine platforms that provides a medical backstop for us
to gain control of COVID, this remains a long, hard journey.
There is still much we do not know about this enemy. Expect setbacks, contingency
plan. Significant long-term health and socio-economic issues beyond the scope of this
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2021 Roadmap will remain to be mitigated even as the COVID crisis is brought under
control.
Do not allow COVID to re-emerge. Your COVID vaccination program is not a project
that stops at some arbitrary endpoint. It must be treated as is a continuous public
health effort, even after herd immunity is initially reached.
The most economically and socially healthy jurisdictions will remain vigilant. Vaccination
campaigns must be coordinated with ongoing PPE and testing programs.
This will require intensive integration of efforts to which you and your supply chain
partners must contribute. Population stratification, vaccination, PPE, and testing plans
must be continually updated based on testing data and vaccination levels. COVID
‘weather maps’ tracking populations and geographies at risk must be informed and
continuously updated by surveillance testing programs.
Continued use of antigen and antibody testing with masking, PPE, and hygiene will
remain important tools to control COVID for several years. The vaccine supply chain
and system investments you are making now will also support these other critical
supply chains at no significant marginal costs. This investment will help us control
COVID today and the next pandemic pathogen faster and better tomorrow. Your
investment upfront will pay off for years to come.
This roadmap is designed by a team experienced in rolling out vaccines and gaining
control of the past's deadly pandemics.
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Adjust it to your situation and use what works for you. Do not slow down. Overstaff
every effort, automate while processes are small and manageable, partner to scale,
monitor priorities, and have alternatives.
Use this roadmap to develop a defensible budget and to gain critical funding for
process improvement and automation; surge staffing and health partner network
infrastructure; and policy and vaccine promotion communication. Continually monitor
your progress in
▪

reducing and localizing the virus;

▪

allocating and deploying the vaccine; and

▪

monitoring, maintaining and improving your infrastructure.

Bon Voyage.
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Exhibit 23. The Roadmap to Normalcy

A vaccine doesn’t count unless you
put it in someone’s arm.
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